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WITHit
WEARABLE ACCESSORIES

Based in Las Vegas, WITHit is known throughout the U.S. for its watch bands that outperform the original manufacturers’ 
bands in comfort, performance, style and durability. Opting for premium silicone over cheaper materials, WITHit bands 
resist cracking and fading and have become the choice for savvy, style-conscious consumers who value self-expression 
and premium quality.

Today, WITHit accessories are sold in over 9,000 retail stores throughout the U.S., featuring WITHit-made products on 
250,000 retail display hooks. The brand’s Lifetime Warranty ensures absolute satisfaction—no matter what.

https://www.withitgear.com/apps/warranty/registrants/new




WOVEN NYLON
APPLE | SAMSUNG | FITBIT

This WITHit band designed for Apple, Samsung 
and Fitbit smart watches, is made from high 
quality woven nylon. This tightly woven premium 
nylon has a soft fabric feel and the band is water 
resistant, breathable and comfortable to wear.
For everyday use; work, play, sports, and even 
lounging around the house, this woven nylon band 
will be all that you need.
Hardware included to lock band into your 
smartwatch.
Secure watchband-style closure with metal buckle
Tightly woven nylon conforms to any wrist for a 
comfortable fit
One size fits most wrists
Device not included



WOVEN SILICON
APPLE | FITBIT

Designed for Apple and Fitbit devices, this WITHit band 
is made from premium silicone. This band makes a 
subtle statement about your style and sets you apart 
from others. The easy-to-use, adjustable watch style 
buckle allows the band to fit most wrists (6.5" to 9").
Adjustable silicone band with metal buckle
Secure watchband-style closure
Made from high-grade silicone
One size fits most wrists
Device not included



SPORT
APPLE | SAMSUNG | FITBIT | GARMIN

Made from soft, durable silicone, the WITHit
silicone sport band for all wearable partners, 
provides superior breathability blended with a 
sporty casual look. Great for a workout or for all 
day wear.
Adjustable silicone band with metal buckle
Band connects seamlessly to Apple watch
Hardware included to lock band into your
smartwatch.
Secure watchband-style closure
Made from high-grade silicone
One size fits most wrists (6.5" to 9")
Device not included





WITHit's mesh bands for Apple Watch, 
Samsung Gear, Fitbit and Gamin devices are 
made from finely woven stainless steel that 
forms comfortably to your wrist. The magnetic 
closure is allows the band to adjust to the 
perfect length for your wrist.
Adjustable bands designed to fit most wrists
Mesh band is electroplated stainless-steel mesh 
and has an adjustable magnetic closure
Easy release connectors allow for simple 
attachment to and removal from your 
smartwatch. 

STAINLESS MESH
APPLE | SAMSUNG | FITBIT | GARMIN





STAINLESS LINK
APPLE | FITBIT

This WITHit band, designed for Apple and 
Fitbit devices, is made from electroplated 
stainless steel with a space gray finish that 
forms comfortably to your wrist. The durable 
butterfly clasp hardware easily secures on your 
wrist. A tool is also included to customize the 
watch to your wrist size. This band makes a 
subtle statement about your style and sets you 
apart from others.
Hardware included to lock band into your 
smartwatch.
Electroplated stainless steel link band with a 
stylish space gray finish
Tool included to customize the watch to your 
wrist size.



GENUINE LEATHER
APPLE | FITBIT

This WITHit Designer Leather Band is a high-
quality option that is as functional as it is stylish. 
Made of genuine leather, it’s a wonderful 
complement to your existing wearable device. It’s 
a high-quality band for women and men. 
Compatible with Apple and Fitbit wearable 
devices.
The WITHit Replacement Band is sized to fit most 
wrists. The reliable watchband style means you 
can trust that it will stay in place. The stainless-
steel buckle closure is adjustable with multiple 
different size options for your ultimate comfort. 
Plus, the hardware is included for easy 
attachment to and removal from your device.



SCREEN PROTECTION
APPLE

WITHit two piece protective bumpers are designed for the 
Apple Watch. Made from a soft shock-absorbent TPU inner 
layer that cushions and protects. A hard polycarbonate outer 
shell protects against scratches and other hazards of everyday 
use. Precision cutouts provide access to all buttons and 
features. .

The exquisite craftsmanship of this Apple Watch screen protector 
will shield your device without interfering with its sleek and 
sophisticated design. Made of 9H tempered glass with 3D curved 
edges, it provides a seamless fit to the Apple Watch face, providing 
ultimate protection without getting in the way of functionality. Plus, 
it’s a glass cover that has a comfortable feel and touch, so you’ll 
barely even notice it’s there! A wet wipe, a dry wipe and complete 
instructions are included for quick and easy installation.



French Bull is a lifestyle fashion brand from the US 
founded by Jackie Shapiro. Jackie launched French 
bull in 2002 with her now famous collection of bold 
colorful tableware. Today, French Bull is a global 
brand whose products run the gamut from Electronics 
to travel. A life long resident of New York City.

Happy is how French Bull makes you feel. It’s also the 
name of our French Bull Dog. Happy drives our brand 
– emotionally and figuratively.



FRENCH BULL
FITBIT

This French Bull bands designed for Fitbit are 
made from premium silicone and is 3D etched 
with French Bull designs (This version: multi-
color polka dot pattern.) This band makes a 
subtle statement about your style and sets you 
apart from others. The adjustable watch style 
buckle allows the band to fit most wrists (5.5"-
7.75").

Secure adjustable watch style band
Hardware included for easy attachment to and 
removal from your Fitbit device

Sweat and water resistant*




